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These format controls are used to render Egyptian
hieroglyphic quadrats.



Joiners
13430  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH VERTICAL JOINER
= sign separator: subordination (Manuel de
Codage)
13431  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH HORIZONTAL JOINER
= sign separator: juxtaposition (Manuel de
Codage)
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Sign insertion controls
13432  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH INSERT AT TOP START
13433  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH INSERT AT BOTTOM
START
13434  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH INSERT AT TOP END
13435  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH INSERT AT BOTTOM
END
Sign stacking control
13436  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH OVERLAY MIDDLE
Segment scoping delimiters
13437  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH BEGIN SEGMENT
13438  EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPH END SEGMENT
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